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2024 Brinkley Model G 3500 $187,334
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Description 2024 Brinkley Model G 3500, Brinkley Model G toy hauler 3500 highlights: Loft
Three Patio Awnings 11' Separate Garage Waterfall Island Spacious Full Bath
King Bed Slide Out Bath and a Half Prepare to be amazed by all the features
packed into this toy hauler! There are triple slides that will provide your crew with
more space, a separate garage that can sleep five with the loft included, plus a
bath and a half for added convenience. The chef of your group will love the
middle kitchen with a waterfall island that converts to a counter peninsula, a pull-
out pantry, a GE Energy Star 19 cu. ft. refrigerator with ice and filtered water, and
much more. In the combined kitchen and living space you'll find a spacious sofa
with heat and massage, a fireplace, a 50" 4K SmartTV, plus convenient dog bowls
and shoe storage. After your toys are unloaded from the garage, you can relax on
the independent dual sofas with a Fold-N-Stow table in between, and your guests
can sleep on the Happijac® Sofa and Bed Lift system. You will find the front
private bedroom with a king bed slide out will provide a great night's rest, and
you'll also find a walk-in closet, under-bed storage, and a sliding dresser top with
hidden storage for special belongings. With any Model G toy hauler fifth wheel by
Brinkley you will enjoy luxurious amenities, tons of storage space, and innovative
features that have been developed and tested in the real world. Durable
construction includes an industry leading PDI process, an industry best insulation
package, and reinforced and walkable slide roofs. Some of the exterior features
you'll find are a 3-way pass-through with a multi-functional flip-up bulkhead wall,
under I-beam storage, a MAX-Vision reverse lighting system, and a low-
maintenance roof to name a few. A Rockford Fosgate audio system comes
standard, along with a OneControl app system that lets you control your fifth
wheel's functions right from your mobile device. You will find the solar system
with a designated storage area to be ultra convenient, plus there is a FlexPower
5500 with a dual fuel inverter generator for all your power needs. Head inside to
find a residential interior with Brinkley's CraftSense wood trim construction,
floating entrance steps, integrated window screens and insulated blackout blinds,
and residential solid surface countertops plus backsplash. You will also enjoy the
neon shower lighting and recessed medicine cabinets in the bath, plus motion
activated LED bed lights and dual bedside outlets in the bedroom. Choose a
Model G toy hauler fifth wheel to experience all the luxury it has to offer! 3RD A/C
GARAGE; DEALER DISCOUNT; FLEXPOWER 5500W DUAL FUEL GENERATOR
(GASOLINE & LP); GEN II 3-SEASON DOORS W/ TINTED SLIDING WINDOWS;
HAPPI-JAC SOFA & BED LIFT SYSTEM; INTERIOR PACKAGE; REAR DECK
SYSTEM W/ AWNING & STEPS; RVIA SEAL; SAFERIDE 24/7 UNLI

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 71017
VIN Number: 7T0FG4236RB000251
Condition: New
Length: 40
GVW: 21500
Sleeps: 8
Slideouts: 3

Item address Branchville, New Jersey, United States
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